War Service With This Agency Brings Medal For Merit To ASA Civilian Chief

Cafeteria Bakery Cuts Use Of Wheat Flour

FOOD-SAVING PRACTICES AFFECT BREAD AND FIE COUNTERS ONLY

Arlington Hall's cafeteria's last week initiated two food-saving practices in line with the recommendations of the Chief of Naval Operations' staff. To stretch the supply of white flour as far as possible, the cafeteria is now serving cornbread or other non-wheat rolls or muffins twice a week instead of white bread. All pies baked in the cafeteria are now of the one-crust type and will remain so until further notice. The new "dark white" flour may not be expected to appear here for some time. Capt. Hiltz stated, until present flour supplies are exhausted.

Since the cafeteria does not face a full day's
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Last March Dance At Arlington Clubhouse Saturday Mecca For Officers Here And Guests

SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT, DOOR PRIZES FEATURE NEWEST EVENT ON LOCAL CALENDAR TOMORROW

Some novelties in the way of entertainment are promised to those who attend the regular semi-monthly dance of the Arlington Officers' club to be held at the clubhouse, Third road and Park drive, tomorrow night.

For the first time there will be door prizes for two lucky individuals, a man's prize and a woman's. Dance music will be dispensed by the increasingly popular Jack Morton organization. The vocals will be handled by Arlington Hall's own Peggy Palmer who got her start at U.S.O affairs near her home in Martinsville, Va, and who in her three years here, has appeared in programs and at private parties in most of Washington's better-known hotels. Miss Palmer's version of the Indigo mood, critics say, is something out of this world.

Preparations are being made for an unprecedented crowd, since that is the (Continued on Page Three)

Motor Pool Beats Fire Laddles To The Draw

We congratulate S. Sgt Thomas Coffman, who is a comparatively new man at AHS.

Early Monday morning, a group in the Motor Pool day room noticed a fire on a nearby roof. Leaves were burning ignited by sparks from the chimney. Tech. 4 William Evans with quick foresight immediately called the fire department. Meanwhile, the gang at the Motor Pool were busy getting the trucks and cars out of the way so the fire trucks could get through. But Sgt Coffman, who has had 36 months overseas, outwitted everyone.

He immediately grabbed one of the fire extinguishers from the Motor Pool and climbed up onto the roof. With a few well placed squirts the fire was out, leaving the fire department only the job of washing off the burned leaves from the roof.

(Continued on Page Three)
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Anybody Hear A Splash? Civilian Women Get Initial Wednesday Dunking In Swimming Pool

WEEKLY DISPS, 4:30 TO 6:00, FOR ANY AHS GIRL WITH BATHING SUIT

Let the sun blaze and the temperature rise—on Wednesday! Let the coming Virginia summer do its suit to whet tempers and lower morale—on Wednesday! Civilian women at AHS will be in a position this week to get an aliy finger-face at the weatherman's most vindicative efforts.

Every Wednesday the swimming pool in the gymnastium will be open from 4:30 to 6:00 pm to all civilian women employed at the base, or any civilian woman stationed at or near the base.

The pool was made available on Wednesday of this week, and those who tried it were enthralled by the sensations of Head Lifeguard Isabelle Palma, who is registered with the Red Cross as a senior lifeguard and who, incidentally, will be glad if others similarly qualified will volunteer to assist her. It is planned to have a guard present during the whole of every swimming period.

Any further information can be obtained by calling Mrs Florence E. Palma, ext-305.

FRIEDMAN
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In 1918. At that time he was sent to France to work in the Radio Intelligence Section of the General Staff. He was demobilized in 1919 and returned to the Office of the Chief Signal Officer in a civilian capacity in 1921. The following year he was commissioned a Signal Reserve captain and called to active duty in 1940 as a lieutenant colonel.

After a medical discharge in 1941, he was engaged for a year in making the studies and writing the texts which became the basis for SEC, and in 1944 he became this organization's Director of Communications Research.

PK Committee Formed for EM and EW at AHS and VHF

A new Post Exchange committee has been formed among enlisted men and women at Arlington Hall Station and Vint Hill Farms in accordance with an order from Col Frier.

Chairman is 1st Sgt Frank E. Horwath, AHS 1st Sgt Lawrence T. Greenwell, VHF; 1st Sgt Cary Binstock, VHF; 1st Sgt Dorothy Smith, VHF; and 1st Sgt James C. Burritt.

The committee will meet during the current week to discuss plans arising from the change of management at the PX.

The committee personnel who have suggestions for better service or who are dissatisfied with the present system are asked to call Sgt Horwath and give their grudges and opinions.

Cafeteria
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This week's menu is non-wheat bread twice a week; wheat flour, corn meal, and rice; a choice of milk, coffee, and tea. 

The cafeteria is open every day except Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Sgt Horwath and Mr David W. Miller, the new food manager, have arranged and sold their share of the cafeteria to military personnel only. "It is requested that EM do not abuse these privileges by purchasing scarce items for non-military personnel who work on the Post," Sgt Horwath said. "This practice prevents others from getting items for their wives, friends and members of their immediate families, who should have priority."